
INTERNATIONAL DJ INVITED
DJ Iain
Iain has been a prominent member of the UK scene for over two 
decades, combining his work as magazine editor. He is a regular 
member of the UK DJ circuit, playing out at places such as Pacha 
London, Turnmills London, L’America Cardiff, Blend Derby, Stereo 
Belfast and Moneypenny’s Birmingham, and more.
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Plastic Issues at Present

This year, IndoChine Green Festival focuses on the issue of plastic pollution. Do you know that 

the amount of plastic manufactured across the world in 2015 was recorded 448 million tons? 

From the year 2000 to 2015, the amount of plastic manufactured is 44% of the total amount of 

plastic EVER produced. About half of all the plastics manufactured for the world are made in 

Asia. 

Decomposition of plastic took from 10 – 1000 years. However plastics will not completely de-

compose, they break down to become microplastics due to carbon-carbon bounds. Microplas-

tics are easily mistaken for micro planktons which marine life feeds on; as the result microplastic 

travels up the food chain. 

Our over-reliance on plastic is the main cause to the current state of the world. The conveni-

ent solutions available are such as recycle, burn or landfill. However, burning of plastics ought 

to cause air pollution while landfill does not ensure that plastic scraps do not drift off into the 

nearby ocean. Essentially the issue of plastic pollution can be seen as a mini scale of nuclear or 

radioactive waste pollution which will take thousands to millions of years to decompose.

“British diver in Bali” - CNN

What is IndoChine Green Festival?

I ndoChine Green Festival is an annual event hosted by IndoChine Group, in the effort to 

promote charity, awareness for climate change, and other green initiatives. Since 1999, the 

successful advent of IndoChine Green Festival has been recognized and attended by numerous 

head-of-states, politicians, businessmen, celebrities, governors and even royalties. 

Extremely noticeable VIPs such as Prince Albert and Princess Charlene of Monaco, Thailand’s 

former permanent secretary of the Ministry of Finance and former Governor of the Bank of 

Thailand – Mr. Chatumongol Sonakul, Founder and President of Cousteau Divers and son of 

the great Jacques Couteau – Mr. Pierre-Yves Cousteau, President of IUCN Dr. Ashok Khosler, 

Singapore’s former Minister of Foreign Affairs – Mr. George Yeo, Chairman & CEO of Wilmar 

International – Mr. Kuok Khoon Hong, Swedish pop group – Ace of Base, Cotton club, were 

amongst the many others that participated in IndoChine Green Festival.



FEATURING VIP SPEAKERS

Dr. Ashok Khosla Addressing at the United National General Assembly, 2014
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Dr. Ashok Khosla
Dr. Khosla is the Ex-President of the International Union for Conserva-

tion of Nature (IUCN), the world’s largest and most representative alli-

ance of conservation agencies and interest groups; co-president of the 

Club of Rome, a group dedicated to promoting systems-based strategic 

understanding of the world problematique and the human predicament; 

and co-chair of the Resource Panel, which has been set up by UNEP to 

investigate the status and trends of natural resource use in the global 

economy. Dr. Khosla was also a former Director of the United Nations 

Environment Programme, and also listed in UN Environment’s prestigious 

Global 500 Roll of Honour. He is Founder and President of Development 

Alternatives, an NGO that promotes commercially viable, environmen-

tally friendly technologies, and chairs the Centre for our Common Future 

in Geneva, Switzerland. 

In 1965 at Harvard University, Dr. Ashok was Assistant Professor to Pro-

fessor Roger Revelle (also known as the father of Climate change) who 

discovered and proven the Greenhouse Effect causing global warming 

and climate change in the year 1957. Professor Revelle together with Dr. 

Khosla taught Vice President Al Gore, where “The Inconvenient Truth” 

was based on with Climate changes.
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Prince Albert II  & Douglas Woodring, Prince’s Prize 2018

6th July, 1:00 pm onwards, Sandbox Stage


